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CASE STUDY OF RESTAURANT. CASE STUDY Mc Donald's COMMUNITY CENTRE NARAINA NEW DELHI
Architect: ARCHITECT.

A: Yes, continually used, especially by new staff working with the recipes. Stage 3 - Regular communication
To promote the website and build his database , Gordon got his wait staff to ask every customer to join their
VIP club and supply their email address. It is driven by a close understanding of customer needs and diligent
attention to managing, improving, and reinventing business processes. Customers, internal or external, are
satisfied when their expectations regarding a service or product have been met or exceeded. His background
includes 12 years in restaurants, 19 years in private clubs, and 10 years in high-end catering and concert
production. Tools Used. He also got the Bloomtools SEO team to build links to his site to get it higher in the
search results. Gordon also built a strong presence on Facebook for his restaurant. Q: LHC introduced a
comprehensive program of training with materials for bartenders, wait staff, bussers, and runners. Training to
each segment progressed. The service and meals should be dependable and consistent. So, these costs might
include: customer service contacts, processing customer service complaints, customer returns, warranty
claims, product recalls and others. Using a custom product catalogue , Gordon added images, descriptions and
prices for all his dishes on to the website so people could easily view all his menus. Customer satisfaction
should be at the top priority for the restaurant. He also posted the professional photos from Friday and
Saturday nights on Facebook with his website address watermarked in the corner , allowing people to tag
themselves to further promote the restaurant. Follow â€”Up: A follow-up call was made to the manager at 3
months following the completion of this project. Case Observations Presentation: The general manager was
never trained in essential skills like inventory management, COGS, menu engineering, and is unfamiliar with
the percentages that are necessary to understand cost evaluations. Drinks are more consistent for us with the
bar recipe books LHC designed. The open rates for these campaigns were very high because his customers
were actually looking forward to them. A good portion of this time is for final cooking. The set of choices
consists of twenty three main entrees which are assembled from eight basic stocks and variety of other
ingredients. The ELR program reviews variances between money that is currently unsystematically expensed
on product, services, or equipment and the amount expensed upon our review and implementation of practical
methods of spending behavior.


